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The Run for One Planet is an 11,000-mile run by Matt Hill and Stephanie Tait 
across Canada and around the USA to inspire Environmental Action, one 
step at a time. 

Matt is a well-known cartoon actor who has starred in animated series such 
as “Ed” in Ed, Edd & Eddy, “Tender Heart” in Care Bears, and “Korey” in Being 
Ian, not to mention he was “Raphael” in Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! 
His voice is a unique educational tool for the many kids who are already 
electrified by the cartoons he plays to learn what they can do to “help save 
the planet”. 

Stephanie is a renowned professional speaker at colleges and universities across North America. In 2006, they put their love of 
running, people, and our planet together to form the Run for One Planet. 
 
Their presentations are about 45 minutes in length, and are structured around the tour’s top 3 goals: 

1. Matt and Stephanie start by literally doing a mini “run through” of the geographical route they are taking to run 
11,000-miles across the full length of Canada and around the entire perimeter of the USA. (optional showing of the 
tour’s 3-minute DVD)

 
2. The Run for One Planet’s vision is to inspire 1 million people to commit to 1 of our Top Ten Environmental Actions, to bring 

about 1 million new actions for earth. Covering these top ten steps kids can take in their own lives is the main component 
of their presentation. 

 1. Eat Local and Organic.
 2. Turn Off Your Car.
 3.  Eliminate Plastic Bags (Bring Your Own Bag.)
 4.  Use Green Cleaners.
 5.  Turn Off the Lights. 
 6.  Turn Off the Taps.
 7.  Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.
 8.  Compost.
 9.  Bring Your Own Bottle.
 10.  Teach Your Children Well.

 Matt and Stephanie energize the kids to share what they already know about these steps with their peers, and expand 
upon what the kids say with additional information.

 Once they’ve gone through all the steps, they challenge all the kids to commit to one new action, and bring up a few 
students to share what they are committing to. 

3. Upon return from tour, funds donated to our Legacy of Action will be used to further educate kids around North America 
about what they can do to take action for the planet, as well as provide seed capital for their own environmental 
initiatives. We ask schools we invest our time and energy in to invest in building of our Legacy.

 
While the tour is running through your area, we would love to have an opportunity to meet your students and speak with them 
about the importance of taking action for our planet, and how we can all do our part to create a healthier world. 
 
To host an event with us, please contact Events@RunForOnePlanet.com. We really look forward to hearing from you! 

ASK MATT & STEPH TO 
SPEAK AT YOUR SCHOOL!


